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suresh bhandari()
 
suresh bhandari  is eldest son of babulal bhandari and sabitra  was born in nepal,
country of  wrote poems from his childhood conveying a nostalgic and alfathic
tone of mother nature, his country, a dream a man sees, social dissatifaction,
inequality, injustice and pain in different way.
 
He hopes with his imaginable power he can atleat create a situation where people
would come to know how powerful is a langaugae of words.
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In A Street Of Million Dollor
 
terrfying search for a good dream
awful match for the departure
ignorance of his own well being
higher up the sky
in a street of million dolor,
a man strive for 50 cent
for his drink
and for his minimum digestion
a story, real one is this
of a small man and a tall house
 
he proked from the way with lighting stuff
announcing power allocation
but he was isolated
not by rule
but by rule makers
 
in a real sence,
in a street of million dolor
a man strive for 50 cent
 
suresh bhandari
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Retrospect
 
dearth of my fathom
today, sorry,
its exacerbate due to yours law of motion
being a destitute up and
demur with centripetal
i examine
them as a power of centrifugal
good luck to newton
and good night to kan
with the breakfast offer from
california institute of technology
lunch from leeds university
suffer of smithsonian institute in washington
u may think i gererate a law of science
but overcomming,
i found a law of life
with the same,
good night and good luck
to mine life
with aspiration beats,
what i discover is
other than
general law
universe is not expanding
its constant
what a paradox
it all says my life long law of retrospect
 
suresh bhandari
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